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tance in the economy South Korea's success in achieving rapid eco nomic growth .. take a closerlook at Japanese
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Later, Ratan Tata and the group executive office complemented the identity work by building new capabilities
for strategy execution: They developed expertise in cross-border acquisitions, formed a business review
committee in every major affiliate, created the Tata Group Innovation Forum, and launched other initiatives.
Please try again later. Conglomerates were all the rage in the United States and Europe for decades, but hardly
two dozen of them survive there today. The center must periodically rejuvenate the group identity and brand.
But Mr. The company developed an early prototype but declared it unviable and not a fit with its software
business, and shelved the project. The government, particularly under liberal administrations, has implemented
some policies to change corporate management and ownership structures, increased transparency for
management and financial reporting, and consolidated chaebol business ventures in core areas. Senior
managers in our affiliates refer to group principles whenever they confront ethical or strategic choices.
Employees of our affiliate companies value membership in the group. The job of coordination in the business
group has shifted to the group center, which acts as a centripetal counter to the forces of fragmentation. They
also dominate domestic markets for cars, TV sets, credit cards and cellphones. Most conglomerates shrank
into smaller, more specialized entities. To keep groups competitive, group centers will need to focus intensely
on both strategy and identity. Meanwhile, the chaebol lobby for favorable legislation and public policy. In
some groups, the core owners, who may hold large equity interests in affiliate companies, directly participate
in overseeing themâ€”as CEOs, functional heads, or board members. Kim of the Corea Institute. In the Agnelli
family, major shareholders in Fiat SpA, implemented a new plan for accelerating growth: It would break Fiat
into two legally independent entities, a car company and an industrial unit consisting of its agricultural
equipment, construction machinery, and Iveco truck operations. Public discontent with the chaebol reached a
new peak in â€”17 with the eruption of a massive influence-peddling scandal that led to the ouster of President
Park Geun-hye. You are already subscribed to this email. However, analysts say reforms have so far only
tackled low-hanging fruit. Several Indian groups imploded, but the progressive ones chose to increase their
capacity to manage new businesses. Directors of all our affiliates interact on a regular basis in formal and
informal settings. Systematically channeling resources for socially responsible activities through a group
center increases their impact. Of course, countries take generations to develop efficient markets and
institutions, so it may be too early to conclude that. Lacking a common strategic vision and unable to get
affiliates to work together on new projects, this kind of center frequently fails to demonstrate the value of
belonging to the group. Practices such as cross-shareholding, in which families exert control over chaebol
through a web of circular investments in various affiliates, persist. Since last year, the governing party has lost
a series of local and parliamentary special elections. Conglomerates may be regarded as dinosaurs in the
developed world, but in emerging markets, diversified business groups continue to thrive. Then in , Tata
Swach, a low-cost water purifier, was launched. Despite the scandals, chaebol have continued to stack their
corporate boards with allies and place new generations of family in executive roles. But under his government,
critics say, the gap between big and small businesses, and rich and poor, has only widened. Elected in May ,
President Moon Jae-in came into power with a mandate to sever the government-chaebol nexus and crack
down on corruption. Over time, the process led to the development of the group centerâ€”a formal
management layer at group headquarters. That allows them to raise capital, set strategies, and create incentives
more effectively. The success of the business groupâ€”a network of independent companies, held together by
a core ownerâ€”in most emerging markets is remarkable for several reasons. Today Tata Swach provides
potable water that meets the stringent standards of the U. But without the interventions of the group center,
that collaboration among the three businesses would not have been possible, and Tata Swach would never
have come to market. The Tata Code of Conduct provides guidance on the dilemmas that crop up in business
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every day. Shepherding cross-business opportunities. Clan leaders and venture capitalists may not be
leveraging their full potential. In a further attempt to woo the broader public, Mr. In practice, corporate
headquarters casts a long shadow over divisional management. Now, he and his peers are trying to show their
social conscience. For example, between and , chairman J. Environmental Protection Agency at a cost of less
than one paisa a person a day.


